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            Abstract
Interactions between different cell types are essential for multiple biological processes, including immunity, embryonic development and neuronal signalling. Although the dynamics of cell–cell interactions can be monitored in vivo by intravital microscopy1, this approach does not provide any information on the receptors and ligands involved or enable the isolation of interacting cells for downstream analysis. Here we describe a complementary approach that uses bacterial sortase A-mediated cell labelling across synapses of immune cells to identify receptor–ligand interactions between cells in living mice, by generating a signal that can subsequently be detected ex vivo by flow cytometry. We call this approach for the labelling of ‘kiss-and-run’ interactions between immune cells ‘Labelling Immune Partnerships by SorTagging Intercellular Contacts’ (LIPSTIC). Using LIPSTIC, we show that interactions between dendritic cells and CD4+ T cells during T-cell priming in vivo occur in two distinct modalities: an early, cognate stage, during which CD40–CD40L interactions occur specifically between T cells and antigen-loaded dendritic cells; and a later, non-cognate stage during which these interactions no longer require prior engagement of the T-cell receptor. Therefore, LIPSTIC enables the direct measurement of dynamic cell–cell interactions both in vitro and in vivo. Given its flexibility for use with different receptor–ligand pairs and a range of detectable labels, we expect that this approach will be of use to any field of biology requiring quantification of intercellular communication.
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                    Figure 1: Using LIPSTIC to track ligand–receptor interactions.[image: ]


Figure 2: LIPSTIC labelling of CD40–CD40L interactions ex vivo.[image: ]


Figure 3: LIPSTIC enables monitoring of CD40–CD40L interactions between T cells and dendritic cells in vivo.[image: ]


Figure 4: Different modalities of the CD40–CD40L interaction between CD4+ T cells and dendritic cells in vivo.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Schematic representation of the SrtA reaction.
The SrtA enzyme recognizes the short amino acid sequence LPXTG (where X is any amino acid). Upon binding, SrtA forms a covalent acyl intermediate between the threonine of the substrate and the cysteine present in its catalytic pocket. The reaction proceeds with the formation of an amide bond between substrate threonine and an N-terminal glycine. Affinities displayed refer to engineered SrtA variants carrying P94S, D160N, and K196T mutations.


Extended Data Figure 2 Two point mutations in the mouse CD40L coding sequence impair binding to CD40.
a, Sequence alignment of human and mouse CD40L proteins. Owing to the lack of crystallographic data describing the mouse CD40–CD40L complex, we identified residues potentially engaged in CD40 binding on the basis of information available for the human CD40–CD40L complex. Residues in human CD40L sequences engaged in the interaction with CD40 based on crystallographic data are highlighted in blue. Among these, residues for which a charge reversal mutation was shown to affect CD40 binding are boxed. Filled boxes identify the residues in mouse CD40L for which a charge reversal mutation was performed (K142E and R202E). Mutations at equivalent locations in the human CD40L coding sequence (K143, R203) have also been detected in patients with hyper-IgM syndrome. CD40L with both mutations (K142E and R202E) is labelled as CD40L*. b, Binding of CD40 to CD40L–SrtA and CD40L*–SrtA. HEK293T cells were transfected with CD40L–SrtA or CD40L*–SrtA, incubated with CD40–Fc protein and analysed by flow cytometry. Histograms show severe impairment of CD40 binding to CD40L*–SrtA. c, B-cell activation by CD40L–SrtA and CD40L*–SrtA. Primary mouse B cells were cultured on a monolayer of HEK293T cells expressing CD40L–SrtA or CD40L*–SrtA. CD86 surface expression was analysed by flow cytometry 18 h later. Histograms show reduced upregulation of CD86 in B cells stimulated with CD40L*–SrtA. Data are representative of two independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 3 Imaging of LIPSTIC labelling.
a, Experimental setup for live imaging of LIPSTIC labelling. Cd40−/− B cells and Cd40lg−/Y CD4+ T cells were transduced with G5–CD40 (Tomato reporter) or CD40L–SrtA (GFP reporter), respectively. CD40L–SrtA+ T cells were loaded with AlexaFluor647–SELPETGG, mixed with G5–CD40+ B cells on intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-coated chambers to allow interactions and were immediately imaged. b, Time-series showing transfer of AlexaFluor647–SELPETGG (white) from CD40L–SrtA+ T cells (green) to G5–CD40+ B cells (red) upon interaction. Data are representative of two independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 4 Generation of Cd40G5 and Cd40lgSrtA gene-targeted mice.
a, b, Schematic representation and CRISPR–Cas9 genome-editing strategy for the Cd40G5 (a) and Cd40lgSrtA (b) alleles. HA, homology arm; PAM, protospacer adjacent motif. c, Restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis of Cd40G5/+ mice. PCR products generated using primers surrounding the G5 insertion site were digested with KpnI and analysed by electrophoresis on an agarose gel. WT, wild type. Data are representative of at least two experiments. d, Southern blot analysis of a Cd40lgSrtA/+ mouse. Genomic DNA was extracted, digested with XbaI, and transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane after electrophoresis on an agarose gel. Genomic DNA fragments were detected using a probe annealing between exons 4 and 5.


Extended Data Figure 5 LIPSTIC labelling ex vivo.
a, Experimental setup used in b, c to assess the influence of substrate incubation length on intercellular labelling between primary dendritic cells and CD4+ T cells. Cd40G5/G5 dendritic cells populations were separately treated with 1 μM of OVA323–339 or LCMV-GP61–80, mixed and co-cultured for 6 h with Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells. Biotin–LPETG was added during the final 1, 5, 10, 20, 180 min of co-culture or for the entire co-culture time (360 min) at a final concentration of 10 μM, and cells were analysed by flow cytometry. b, Flow cytometric analysis of co-cultured dendritic cells incubated with biotin–LPETG for the indicated times. c, Percentage of biotin+ dendritic cells gated as in b. d, Experimental setup used in e–g to analyse intercellular labelling ex vivo between primary B cells and CD4+ T cells. Two populations of Cd40G5/G5 B cells that either carried a wild-type polyclonal B-cell receptor repertoire or expressed the B1-8hi Ig heavy chain, which when paired to an Igλ light chain confers specificity towards the hapten 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl (NP), were mixed and treated with the indicated concentrations of NP-OVA. Cells were then co-cultured for 18 h with Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells. Biotin–LPETG was added during the last 30 min of co-culture at a final concentration of 100 μM, and cells analysed by flow cytometry. e, Flow cytometric analysis of B cells treated with 1 nM of NP-OVA showing preferential biotin labelling of B1-8hiλ+ B cells. f, Percentage of biotin+ B cells among polyclonal and B1-8hiλ+ populations at the indicated NP-OVA concentrations. g, Flow cytometric analysis of B cells treated with 1 nM of NP-OVA showing positive correlation between biotin labelling and expression of the activation marker CD69. Data are representative of three independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 6 Characterization of Cd40lgSrtA/Y T cells.
a, Upregulation of CD86 on B cells by CD40L–SrtA. B1-8hi λ+ B cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of NP-OVA and co-cultured with Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II or wild-type OT-II CD4+ T cells for 18 h. Cells were analysed by flow cytometry. The percentage of CD86+ B cells when co-cultured with Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II or wild-type OT-II T cells in the presence of indicated concentrations of NP-OVA is shown. b, Germinal centre formation in Cd40lgSrtA/Y and Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre mice. C57BL/6J, Cd40lg+/Y and Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre mice were immunized subcutaneously with 20 μg of NP-OVA in alum at the base of the tail. Inguinal lymph nodes were analysed by flow cytometry 12 days after immunization. Dot plots show the absence of germinal centre formation in both Cd40lgSrtA/Y and Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre mice, suggestive of an impaired ability of Cd40lgSrtA/Y T cells to activate B cells. A similar phenotype is observed regardless of the presence of Cre recombination, which is likely because of the addition of a translated LoxP site to the C terminus of the CD40L protein. c, In vivo expansion of Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells. 5 × 105Cd40G5/G5 dendritic cells treated ex vivo with OVA323–339 were injected subcutaneously into the hind footpad of C57BL/6J recipients. After 18 h, 3 × 105 CFSE-labelled CD40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II (or wild-type OT-II as control) CD4+ T cells were transferred intravenously. PLNs were analysed by flow cytometry 72 h after T-cell transfer. Histograms show comparable expansion of both transferred T-cell populations, as indicated by CFSE dilution. Data are representative of two independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 7 Characterization of LIPSTIC labelling in vivo.
a, CD40L–SrtA expression in Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells in vivo after dendritic cell transfer. Mice were treated as in Fig. 3a. Flow cytometric analysis of PLN cells shows transferred Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells expressing CD40L–SrtA as revealed by the detection of biotin staining (formation of an acyl intermediate between SrtA and biotin–LPETG). CD40L–SrtA expression requires dendritic cell presentation of cognate antigen (OVA323–339), is not affected by CD40L-blocking antibody treatment and positively correlates with the activation marker CD69. b, Detection background in major leukocyte populations. Cd40G5/G5 CD45.1/2 dendritic cells were treated with OVA323–339 and transferred subcutaneously (5 × 105 per footpad) into Cd40G5/G5 recipients. After 18 h, 3 × 105CD40lgSrtA/Y CD45.1/1 CD4-Cre OT-II (or Cd40lg+/Y CD45.1/1 OT-II lacking Cre expression as control) CD4+ T cells were transferred intravenously. Biotin–LPETG (or PBS as control) was administered subcutaneously (300 nmol per footpad) 10 to 12 h after T-cell transfer and PLN cells were analysed by flow cytometry. Plots show biotin staining among B cells, CD4+ T cells and dendritic cells. c, Efficiency of labelling of Cd40G5/G5 and Cd40+/+ dendritic cells after T cell–dendritic cell interaction in vivo. Cd40G5/G5 and Cd40+/+ dendritic cells were treated ex vivo with OVA323–339, mixed and injected subcutaneously into C57BL/6J recipients (5 × 105 per footpad). After 18 h, 3 × 105Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells were transferred intravenously. Biotin–LPETG was administered subcutaneously (300 nmol per footpad) 10–12 h after T-cell transfer. Dot plots show flow cytometric analysis of transferred Cd40G5/G5 and Cd40+/+ dendritic cells. d, Percentage (left) and MFI (right) of biotin+ dendritic cells (gated as in c) among transferred dendritic cell populations. Labelling of Cd40+/+ dendritic cells probably reflects biotin–LPETG transfer onto endogenous N-terminal glycines. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. e, Labelling of endogenous N-terminal glycines requires CD40L–CD40 interaction. Experimental setup as in c, except that a mixture of C57BL/6J and Cd40−/− dendritic cells was transferred. Dot plots show flow cytometric analysis of transferred Cd40+/+ and Cd40−/− dendritic cells. f, Percentage of biotin+ dendritic cells gated as in e among transferred dendritic cell populations. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. g, Graphic representation of the experimental protocol used in h–k to determine the clearance of surface biotin labelling. Cd40G5/G5 dendritic cells were treated with OVA323–339 and transferred subcutaneously (5 × 105 per footpad) into C57BL/6J recipients. After 18 h, 3 × 105CD40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells were transferred intravenously, biotin–LPETG was administered subcutaneously (300 nmol per footpad) 10–12 h after T-cell transfer. PLNs were collected and analysed by flow cytometry 0, 4, 8 or 24 h after the final biotin–LPETG injection. h, Flow cytometric analysis of PLN cells showing biotin labelling of transferred Cd40G5/G5 dendritic cells at the indicated hours after biotin–LPETG administration. i, Percentage (left) and MFI (right) of biotin+ dendritic cells among transferred Cd40G5/G5 dendritic cells gated as in h. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. j, Flow cytometric analysis of PLN cells showing biotin labelling of transferred Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells at the indicated time points after biotin–LPETG administration. k, Percentage (left) and MFI (right) of biotin+ cells among transferred Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells gated as in h. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. l, CD40L–SrtA expression in Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells in vivo after immunization. Mice were treated as in Fig. 3d. Flow cytometric analysis of PLN cells showing transferred Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells in mice left untreated (left) or treated with CD40L-blocking antibody 4 h before PLN collection (right). Data are representative of two independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 8 CD40–CD40L interaction between CD4+ T cells and dendritic cells in vivo can occur in an antigen-independent manner.
a, MFI of biotin+ dendritic cells 48 h after T-cell transfer in mice treated as in Fig. 4a. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. Data are pooled from two independent experiments. b, MFI of biotin+ dendritic cells 48 h after T-cell transfer in mice treated as in Fig. 4d. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. c, Graphic representation of the experimental protocol used in d, e. C57BL/6J mice were lethally irradiated and reconstituted with a mixture of Cd40G5/G5 (80%) and Cd40G5/G5;H2−/− (20%) bone marrow. After reconstitution, bone marrow chimaeras received 3 × 105Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells intravenously and were immunized the following day with 10 μg of OVA in alum in the hind footpad. PLN were analysed 24, 48, 72 and 96 h after immunization. Biotin–LPETG was administered subcutaneously (300 nmol per footpad) during the last 2 h before analysis. d, Flow cytometric analysis of PLN cells showing biotin labelling of endogenous Cd40G5/G5 and Cd40G5/G5;H2−/− dendritic cells at 24 or 72 h after immunization. e, Percentage of biotin+ dendritic cells among Cd40G5/G5 and Cd40G5/G5;H2−/− dendritic cells gated as in d. Each symbol represents one mouse; bars indicate the mean. Data are pooled from two independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 9 CD40–CD40L interaction between CD4+ T cells and dendritic cells ex vivo can occur in an antigen-independent manner.
a, Experimental setup used in b–e. Two Cd40G5/G5 dendritic cell populations were individually treated with the indicated concentrations of either OVA323–339 or LCMV-GP61–80, mixed and co-cultured for 24 h with Cd40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells. Biotin–LPETG was added during the last 20 min of co-culture at a final concentration of 10 μM, and cells analysed by flow cytometry. Where indicated, CD40L- or MHC-II-blocking antibodies were added at a final concentration of 150 μg ml−1 either at the beginning of co-culture (t = 0) or 2 h before analysis (t = 22). b, Flow cytometric analysis of dendritic cells treated with 1 μM peptides showing biotin labelling. c–e, Percentage of biotin+ dendritic cells gated as in b. Data are representative of three independent experiments.


Extended Data Figure 10 RNA sequencing analysis of sorted biotin+ dendritic cells.
a, Graphic representation of the protocol for dendritic cell sorting. Five hundred thousand Cd40G5/G5 CFSE-labelled dendritic cells treated ex vivo with OVA323–339 were injected subcutaneously into the hind footpad of Cd40G5/G5 recipients. After 18 h, 3 × 105CD40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II CD4+ T cells were transferred intravenously. Biotin–LPETG was administered subcutaneously (300 nmol per footpad) during the last 2 h before analysis. PLNs were collected 48 h after T-cell transfer and dendritic cell populations were sorted by flow cytometry and later processed for RNA-sequencing analysis. As controls, dendritic cells were also sorted from Cd40−/− mice, which were treated as above except that they received wild-type (instead of Cd40G5/G5) dendritic cells and wild-type OT-II (instead of CD40lgSrtA/Y CD4-Cre OT-II) CD4+ T cells. b, Gating strategy for sorting. Endogenous dendritic cells were first identified as B220−CD3−NK1.1−MHC-II+CD11c+CFSE−. Sorting was restricted to CD11b+XCR1− dendritic cells showing an activated phenotype (MHC-IIhi), which represent the major population involved in bystander interactions. Biotin+ and biotin− dendritic cells were gated as shown. c, Hierarchical clustering of transcriptomic profiles. Colour scheme is based upon Pearson correlation. Data are derived from a single experiment, n = 3. d, Volcano plots showing differential gene expression between biotin+ and biotin− dendritic cells. All genes used for the differential expression analysis are shown; differentially expressed genes (log2(fold change) > 1 and false-discovery rate < 0.05, see Methods) are coloured red. Data are derived from a single experiment, n = 3.
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